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Abs t rac t 
The Andorra family of languages (which includes the Andorra Kernel Language -AKL) 
is aimed, in principie, at simultaneously supporting the programming styles of Prolog and 
committed choice languages. On the other hand, AKL requires a somewhat detailed specification 
of control by the user. This could be avoided by programming in Prolog to run on AKL. However, 
Prolog programs cannot be executed directly on AKL. This is due to a number of factors, from 
more or less trivial syntactic differences to more involved issues such as the treatment of cut 
and making the exploitation of certain types of parallelism possible. This paper provides basic 
guidelines for constructing an automatic compiler of Prolog programs into AKL, which can 
bridge those differences. In addition to supporting Prolog, our style of translation achieves 
independent and-parallel execution where possible, which is relevant since this type of parallel 
execution preserves, through the translation, the user-perceived "complexity" of the original 
Prolog program. 
1 Introduction 
A desirable goal in logic programming language design is to support both the don't-know nonde-
terministic, search-oriented programming style of Prolog and the don't-care indeterministic, con-
current commnnicating agents programming style of committed-choice languages. Furthermore, 
from an implementation point of view it is interesting to be able to snpport the or- and indepen-
dent and-parallelism often exploited in the former (e.g. [Fus88, AK90, Kal87, HG90]) as well as 
the dependent and-parallelism exploited in the lat ter (e.g. [Cra90, IMT87, HS86]). The Andorra 
family of languages is aimed at simultaneously supporting these two programming paradigms and 
their associated modes of parallel execution. The Andorra proposal in [War88] (called the "basic" 
andorra model, on which the Andorra-I system [SCWY90] is based) defined a framework which al-
lowed or-parallelism and also the and-parallel execution of determinate goals (determinate "stream 
and-parallelism"), this now being called the "Andorra Principie." 
An important idea behind the choice of control in the basic Andorra model is to perform the 
least possible amount of computation while allowing the máximum amount of parallelism to be 
exploited. Another and complementary way of achieving this goal which has also been identified 
[HR89, HR90] is to also run in parallel nondeterminate goals, but provided (or while) they are 
independent ("independent and-parallelism" -IAP). In order to also include this type of parallelism 
the Extended Andorra Model (EAM) [War90, HJ90] deñnes an execution framework wliich allows 
IAP in addition to the forms of parallelism supported in the basic Andorra model. The EAM 
defines rules which specify a series of admissible steps of computation from each possible given 
state. Several rules can be admissible from a given state and this gives rise to both nondeterminism 
and indeterminism, and also to opportunities for parallel execntion. One important issue within 
this framework is thus that of control: i.e. which of the admissible rules should be applied in order 
to achieve the most efficient execntion while attaining the máximum parallelism. 
Two obvions approaches to treating the above mentioned issne are to pnt control decisions in 
the hands of the programmer or to try to do this antomatically by compile-time and/or rnn-time 
analysis. The Andorra Kernel Language (AKL) [HJ90, JH91], uses explicit control. In particular, 
AKL allows (dependent) parallel execution of determínate subgoals, as stated by the Andorra Prin-
cipie, but it also allows the more general forms of parallel execution of the EAM, albeit controlled 
by the programmer. The specification of control is done, among other mechanisms, by positioning 
the goals and constraints before or after a guará operator, in a way that can be reminiscent of the 
labeling of unification as input or output (i.e. ask or tell constraints [Sar89]) in the GHC language 
[Ued87a], These operators divide body clauses into two parts, the guard and the actual body. 
Guards are executed in independent environments and proceed unless they attempt to perform 
output unification, while bodies wait until guards are completely solved and goals in the body 
promoted. Such goals are then executed concurrently provided they are determínate, in the spirit 
of the Andorra Principie. These properties give a means of control to the programmer which can 
be used to achieve parallel execution of general goals. 
The AKL is therefore quite a powerful language. However, it does put quite a burden on 
the programmer in requiring certain specification of control. In particular, Prolog programs cannot 
always be executed directly on the AKL. This is due to a number of factors, from more or less trivial 
syntactic differences to more involved issues such as the treatment of cut, labeling of unification, 
and making the exploitation of certain types of parallelism, most notably IAP, possible without 
user involvement and preserving the programmer-perceived complexity of the original program. 
The objective of this paper is to investígate how the above mentioned differences can be bridged, 
through program analysis and transformation. It points out the non-trivial problems involved in 
performing such a translation, and then provides solutions for these problems. Although desirable, 
our aim at this point is not to provide the best possible translation, which would take advantage of 
AKL properties to achieve a large reduction of search space, but rather to bridge the gap between 
Prolog and AKL in a manner that no increment in the search space is done, and also IAP can be 
exploited (with the important result of achieving "stability" in the frame of AKL for these cases). 
Building on partial translation approaches presented in [JH90, Her90] the paper presents a basic 
algorithm for constructing a translator from Prolog to AKL1. An important feature of the trans-
lation approach proposed herein is that it automatically detects and allows the parallel execution 
of independent goals (as well of course as or-parallelism, and the parallel execution of determínate 
goals even if they are dependent as per the Andorra Principie). The execution of independent goals 
in parallel has the very desirable properties of preserving the program complexity perceived by the 
programmer [HR89]. Important requirements for such a translation are the compile-time detection 
of goal independence and input/output modes. This requires in general a global analysis of the 
program, perhaps using abstract interpretation. In the approach proposed herein heavy use will be 
made of our compile-time tools, developed in the context of &-Prolog [HG90]. In particular, Prolog 
programs are first analyzed and annotated as &-Prolog programs (thus making goal independence 
1Ueda [Ued87b] proposed automatic translation from Prolog to a committed-choice language (GHC, in his case), 
However, our aim and target language are quite different. 
explicit), and then they are translated into AKL. 
In the following section, the AKL control model and its rules are briefly reviewed together with 
some syntactic conventions. Then transformations for Prolog constrnctions for a basic translation 
are presented in section 3 and some rules for combining the AKL model with our purpose of 
achievement of independent parallelism are shown in section 4. Section 5 will present the analysis 
tools and why they are needed in the translation process. In section 6 some results are shown for 
the execution of a number of benchmarks automatically translated, and section 7 presents some 
conclusions. 
2 The Andorra Kernel Language Revisited 
In this section we present a brief overview of the AKL model of execution, in order to make the 
paper self-contained. The purpose is to, based on an understanding of this, extract the correct 
rules for a translation of Prolog which achieves the desired results. AKL and its model of execution 
have been fuily described in [JH91, HJ90]. 
AKL is a language with deep guards. Thus, clauses are divided into two parts: the guará and 
the body, separated by a guará operator. Guard operators are: wait (:), cut (!), and commit (|). 
The following syntactical restrictions apply: 
• Each clause is expected to have one and only one guard operator; 
• All clauses in the definition of a predicate have to be guarded by the same guard operator. 
So, if any of the clauses is not guarded, the guard operator of its companions is assumed and 
positioned just after the clause neck. 
• A wait operator is assumed, and in the above mentioned position, where no other operator 
can be assumed using the above mentioned rules. 
Guards are regarded as part of clause selection. This means that a clause body is not entered 
unless head unification succeeds and its guard is completely solved. Then, execution proceeds by 
"expansión" of the present configuration by application of a rule of the computation model. The 
rules in the AKL model allow rewriting of configurations (states) leading to valid configurations 
from valid ones. They are fully described in [JH91], so we will simply enumérate them, providing 
very informally the concept behind the rule, rather than a precise definition: 
1. Local forking: unfolds an atomic goal into a choice of all the alternatives in its definition (but 
without creating "copies" 2 yet of continuation goals). 
2. Nondeterminate promotion: promotes one guarded goal with solved guard in a choice 
of several of them (i.e. copies the goal to the parent continuation, applying its con-
straint/substitution to it, and creates a "copy" of the continuation environment). 
3. Determínate promotion: special case of the above when there is a single guarded goal in a 
choice if its guard is solved (no copying of the continuation environment is necessary). 
4. Failure and synchronization rules: remove or fail configurations in the usual way. 
5. Pruning rules: handle the effects of pruning guard operators. 
6. Distribution and bagof rules: do the distribution of guards and the bagof operation. 
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 Although we refer to "copying" throughout the paper, part of the continuation goals could in principie be shared 
[War90], 
These rules basically represent the allowable transitions of the EAM. The last three rules are 
less relevant for onr pnrposes. In addition to these rnles there are three basic control restrictions in 
the general compntation model (meta-rales) which control the application of the above rales and 
which are highly relevant to onr independent style translation: 
• Praning in AKL has to be quiet, that is, a solntion for the gnard of a cnt or commit gnarded 
clanse may not fnrther restrict (or constrain) variables ontside its own confignration. 
• Goals in the gnard of a clanse are completely and locally execnted. This means that execntion 
of gnards is simnltaneons bnt independent of the parent environment. 
• Nondeterminate promotion is only admissible within a stable subgoal of a confignration. A 
goal is stable if no rale is applicable to any snbgoal, and no possible changes in its environment 
will lead to a sitnation in which a rale is applicable in the goal. 
As we shall soon see these three restrictions forcé the conditions nnder which translation has to 
be done if we want to achieve parallelism and correct praning in the translated clanses. Bnt first, 
we will illnstrate the AKL execntion model with a simple example: 
part i t ion ([] ,_,Left, Right):- I, 
Left = [] , 
Right = [] . 
partition([E|R],C,Left,Right):-
E < C, I, 
Left = [ElLeftl], 
partition(R,C,Lefti,Right). 
partition([E|R],C,Left,Right):-
E >= C, I, 
Right = [EI Right 1], 
partition(R,C,Left,Right1). 
For a qnery snch as part i t ion ( [2,1] ,3 ,I ,D) the initial confignration wonld be a choice-point 
with the three clanses for the predicate. Head nnification wonld fail the first alternative ([] = [2,1]) , 
bnt the second one wonld sncceed ([E|R] = [2,1] ,C=3,E<C, inclnding the gnard), thns praning the 
rest of the alternatives. 
The single remaining alternative wonld then be promoted by determínate promotion, its bind-
ings pnblished, and execntion wonld proceed with goals in its body. Note that this conld not be 
done if, for example, the goal Left=[E|Leftl] were inclnded in the gnard, as it wonld add con-
straints to the variable I (l=Lef t ) in the external confignration, and thns praning wonld have been 
"noisy." 
On the other hand, if the clanses had no (explicit) gnard operator, a wait operator wonld be 
assnmed. In this case, both the second and third alternatives wonld sncceed and only nondetermi-
nate promotion wonld be applicable. If the confignration is stable, and assnming that the rightmost 
alternative is selected for promotion, the goal E>=C (i.e. 2>=3) wonld be execnted (and failed) only 
after promotion. After failnre of this branch, determínate promotion of the remaining one wonld 
be applicable, and execntion wonld proceed as before. 
3 Translating Prolog Constructions 
Having the aforementioned rales in mind, we now discnss transformation rales for translating basic 
Prolog constrnctions, disregarding any possible exploitation of IAP. Even this straightforward step 
is nontrivial, as we shall soon see. This is dne mainly to the semantics of cnt in both Prolog and 
AKL, cut being a guard operator in the latter. With the restrictions required for guard operators 
to achieve both syntactic and semantic correctness in AKL, we find problems in the following 
constructions: 
• syntactical restrictions: 
— definitions of predicates in which a pruning clause appears, 
— clauses in which more than one cut appears; 
• semantic restrictions: 
— if-then-elses, where the cut has a "local" pruning effect, 
— pruning clauses where the cut is regarded as noisy (i.e. attempts to further restrict 
variables outside its scope), 
— side-effects and meta-logical predicates, which should be sequentialized. 
The transformations required to deal with these constructions are proposed in the following 
subsections. This is done mainly through examples. The aim is thus not to provide precise and 
formal definitions of program transformations but rather to provide the intuition behind the pro-
cess of translation. In subsequent sections we will discuss other issues involved in the process of 
translation, such as achievement of IAP, problems in this, and its relation with the AKL stability 
conditions. 
3.1 Direct translation 
First, as all AKL clauses in a definition are forced to have the same guard operator, we have to 
ensure this is achieved. For example: 
Example 1 Same guard operator in a definition 
p(X,Y) 
p(X,Y) 
p(X,Y) 
q(X), r (Y) . 
t e s t ( X ) , ! , 
s(X,Y). 
output(Y), 
p(X,Y): - q(X), r (Y) . 
p(X,Y): - pc(X,Y). 
pc(X,Y); 
pc(X,Y); 
t e s t ( X ) , 
s(X,Y). 
output(Y), 
Note that clauses before the pruning one will have an (assumed) wait operator and clauses after 
that one (and that one itself) will have an (assumed) cut operator. All of them but the pruning 
one have an empty guard. Note that, had the program not been rewritten, the rules for assuming 
guard operators would have put a cut operator in the first clause, which is obviously not the correct 
translation. 
Note also, that only one guard operator is to be allowed in a clause. Therefore repeated cuts in 
the same body (which are otherwise strongly discouraged as a matter of style and declarativeness) 
have to be "folded" out using the technique sketched below: 
Example 2 Single guard operator in a clause 
p(X,Y): - t e s t ( X ) , !, 
t e s t ( Y ) , !, 
accept(X,Y), 
p(X,Y): - t e s t ( X ) , !, foo(X,Y). 
foo(X,Y):- t e s t ( Y ) , !, accept(X,Y). 
Second, the AKL cut operator is regarded as a guard operator, and, furthermore, it has to be 
quiet (which is not the case in some Prolog constructions, which cannot be easily translated to 
AKL). One of them is local pruning, i.e. if-then-else. Indeed, an if-then-else can be viewed as a 
disjunction containing a cut whose scope is limited to the disjunction itself, rather than the clause 
in which it appears. Thus the following preprocessing can be done: 
Example 3 Local pruning of if-tlien-else 
p ( X ) : - ( cond(X) -> q(X,Y) p ( X ) : - foo(X,Y,Z), s (Y,Z) . 
; r(X,Z) 
) , foo(X,Y,_) : - cond(X), !, q(X,Y). 
s (Y,Z) . foo(X,_ ,Z) : - r (X ,Z) . 
Last but not least, we liave to ensure tlie quietness of all AKL cuts. A cut is quiet if it does 
not attempt to bind variables wliicli are seen from outside its own scope, that is, the clause where 
they appear. Then, if tliis is not the case, we have to make that binding explicit in the form of an 
equality constraint (a unification) and place it after the cut itself, i.e. outside the guarded part of 
the clause: 
Example 4 Making a cut quiet 
p(X,Y): - t e s t ( X ) , output(Y), !. p(X,Y): - t e s t ( X ) , ou tpu t (Yl ) , !, Y1=Y. 
p(X,Y): - s(X,Y). p(X,Y): - s(X,Y). 
Note that knowledge of input/output modes of variables is required for performing this trans-
formation, and that the transformation may not always be safe3. This will be discussed in the 
following subsection. 
3.2 Noisiness of cut 
The main difference between cut in Prolog and cut in AKL is that cut is quiet in AKL4. "Qniet" 
in the context of a cut means that the solution of the cut's guard is qniet, that is, it does not 
add constraints to variables outside the guarded goals themselves, other than those which already 
appear in its environment. 
Indeed, a transformation such as the one proposed in example (3.1).4 can make a noisy cut 
quiet. What it does is to delay output unification until the guard is promoted by making it explicit 
in the body part of the clause. We regard a variable to be output in a query if execution for this 
query will further constrain it; a variable will be regarded as input if execution will depend on its 
state of instantiation (or constraint). In other words, a variable is an output variable in a literal 
if it is further instantiated by the query this literal represents, it is an input variable if it makes a 
difference for the execution of the literal whether the variable is instantiated or not5. Note that a 
given variable can be both input and output, or none of them. 
The objective of a transformation such as the one proposed is to rename apart all output 
variables in the head of a pruning clause, and then bind the new variables to the original ones in 
the body of the clause, leaving input variables untouched. In general, it is unwise to rename apart 
input variables since, from their own definition, this renaming would make the variable appear 
uninstantiated and potentially result in growth in the search space of the goals involved. This 
would not meet our objective of preserving the complexity of the program (and perhaps not even 
that of preserving its semantics). However, since a variable can be both input and output a confüct 
3
 Note also that this transformation, when safe, may be of advantage as well in standard Prolog compilers in order 
to avoid trailing overhead, 
4Nevertheless, a noisy cut has also been implemented in AKL, which we will discuss later, 
sThese dehnitions are similar to those independently proposed in [SCWY91], (and also in the spirit of those of 
Gregory [Gre85]), which describes translation techniques from Prolog to Andorra-I, an implementation of the Basic 
Andorra Model, Although the techniques used in such a translation have some relationship with those involved in 
Prolog-AKL translation, the latter requires in practice quite different techniques due to AKL being based on the 
Extended Andorra Model (thus having to deal with the possibility of parallelism among non-determinate goals and 
the stability rules) and the rather different way in which the control of the execution model (explicit in AKL and 
implicit in Andorra-I) is done in each language. 
between renaming and not-renaming requirements appears in such cases. For these cases in which 
a variable cannot be "moved" after the cut guard operator a real noisy cut is needed. This operator 
exists in AKL (!!), together with a sequentialization operator, the sequential conjunction (&). It 
is necessary that every noisy cut be sequentialized, this to ensure that pruning would occur in 
the same context that it would in Prolog. Thus, every literal cali to the pruning predicate has to 
be sequentialized to its right, and every other cali to a predicate sequentialized has in turn to be 
also sequentialized. For this reason noisy cut is not very eíñcient, and thus the translation tries to 
minimize its use. 
At this point we can summarize the action that should be taken in every case to transform the 
pruning clauses of a Prolog program, based on the knowledge of input/output variables, that is, 
whether they are "tested" or not and further instantiated or not. Here we use "noisy" to mean 
the transformation that defaults to the AKL noisy cut, and "move" to refer to the renaming of 
variables like in example (3.1).4. 
Fnrther Instantiated? 
yes 
no 
nnknown 
Tested? 
yes 
no 
nnknown 
* 
yes 
no 
nnknown 
Action 
noisy 
move 
nser 
none 
nser 
move 
nser 
Note that the knowledge of input/output modes in the Prolog program that is assumed in this 
transformation requires in general a global analysis of the program and can only be approximated, 
the translator having to make conservative approximations or warn the user ("user" cases above) 
when insufficient information is available. Note also that the "user" cases can be replaced by 
"noisy" cases if a non-interactive transformation is preferred. This subject will be discussed further 
in section 5, as well as the type of analysis required. 
3.3 Synchronization of side-effects 
In general, the purpose of side-effect synchronization is to prevent a side effect from being executed 
before other preceding (in the sense of the sequential operational semantics) side-effects or goals, in 
the cases when such adherence to the sequential order is desired. In our context, if side-effects are 
allowed within parallel AKL code and a behaviour of the program identical to that observable on a 
sequential Prolog implementation is to be preserved, then some type of synchronization code should 
be added to the program. In general, in order to preserve the sequential observable behaviour, side-
effects can only be executed when every subgoal to their left has been executed, i.e. when they 
are "leftmost" in the execution tree. However, a distinction can be made between soft and hard 
side-effects (a side-effect is regarded to be hard if it could affect subsequent execution), see [DeG87] 
and [MH89]. This distinction allows more parallelism. It is also convenient in this context to 
distinguish between side-effect built-ins and side-effect procedures, i.e. those procedures that have 
side-effects in their clauses or cali other side-effect procedures. 
To achieve side-effect synchronization, various compile-time methods are possible: 
• To use a chain of variables to pass a "leftmost token", taking advantage of the suspensión 
properties of guards to suspend execution until arrival of the token [SCWY91]. 
• To use chains of variables as semaphores with some compact primitives that test their valué. 
In [MH89] a solution was proposed along such lines, and its implementation discussed. 
• To use a sequentialization built-in to make the side-effect and the code surrounding it wait; 
this primitive would be in our case the sequentialization operator "&". 
In the first solution, a pair of arguments is added to the heads of relevant predicates for syn-
chronization. Side-effects are encapsulated in clauses with a wait (:) guard containing an "ask" 
unification of the first argument with some known valué (token), to be passed by the preceding 
side-effect upon its completion. Upon successful execution of the current side-effect the second 
argnment is bound ("tell") to the known valué and the token thus passed along. This quite elegant 
solntion can be optimized in several cases. 
The second solntion can be viewed as an efficient implementation of the first one, which allows 
fnrther optimization [MH89]. The logical variables which are passed to procednres in the extra 
argnments behave as semaphores, and synchronization primitives opérate on the semaphore valnes. 
In the third solntion, every soft side-effect is synchronized to its left with the seqnentialization 
operator "&", and every hard one both to its left and right. This seqnentialization is propagated 
npwards to the level needed to preserve correctness. This introduces some unnecessary restrictions 
to the parallelism available. However, if side-effects appear cióse to the top of the execution tree, 
this may be quite a good solution. 
4 Stability and Achievement of Independent And-Parallelism 
In order to achieve more parallelism than that available by the translations described so far one 
might think of translating Prolog into AKL so that every subgoal could run in parallel unrestricted. 
However, this can be very inefficient and would viólate the premise of preserving the results and 
complexity of the computation expected by the user. On the other hand, and as mentioned before, 
parallel execution of independent goals, even if they are nondeterminate, is an efficient and desirable 
form of parallelism and its addition motivated the development of the EAM, on which the AKL 
is based. Nevertheless, in AKL goals known to be independent have to be explicitly rewritten in 
order to make sure that they will be run in parallel. This is because of the rules that govern the 
(nondeterminate) promotion, that is, the stability condition on nondeterminate promotion, which 
will prevent these goals for being promoted if they try to bind external variables for output. There-
fore, one important issue is the transformation that is needed to avoid suspensión of independent 
goals. This is presented in section 4.1. Also, independence detection can and will be used to reduce 
stability checking, a potentially expensive operation. 
Clearly, an important issue in this context is how stability/goal independence is detected. In the 
framework of the &-Prolog system we have already developed technology and the associated tools for 
determining independence conditions for goals and partially evaluating many of those conditions at 
compile-time through program analysis. Conceptual models for independent and-parallel execution 
have been presented and their correctness and efficiency proved [HR89]; among all we focus on the 
and-parallelism models proposed in [HR90, HR89]. For different but related models the reader 
is referred to the references in those papers. As mentioned before, in the translation process we 
propose to use algorithms and tools already developed in the context of &-Prolog. In this context, 
a series of algorithms used in the &-Prolog compiler for annotating Prolog programs have been 
implemented and described in [MH90]. These algorithms select goals for parallel execution and, 
using the sufficient rules proposed in [HR89], genérate the conditions under which independence is 
achieved and therefore independent parallel execution ensured. The result is a transformation of 
a given Prolog clause into an &-Prolog clause containing parallel expressions which achieve such 
independent and-parallelism. 
The output of this analysis is made available for the translation process in the form of an 
annotated &-Prolog program [HG90], i.e. the program itself expresses which goals are independent 
and under which conditions. These conditions are expressed in the form of if-then-elses which 
have the intuitive meaning of "if the conditions hold then run in parallel otherwise sequentially." 
The parallelism itself is made explicit by using the "&" operator to denote parallel conjunction 
instead of the standard sequential conjnnction denoted by ","6. Some new issues are involved in 
the interaction between the conditions of these parallel expressions and other goals run in parallel 
concurrently, as it would be the case in AKL. These will be presented in section 4.2. 
4.1 The transformation proposed 
At this point the &-Prolog conditionals are regarded as input to the translator. As such, if-then-
elses are preprocessed in the form mentioned in the previous sections and the remaining issue is the 
treatment of the parallelization operator "&". In implementing this operator we will use the AKL 
property that allows local and unrestricted execution of guards, i.e., goals that are encapsulated 
in a gnard can rnn in parallel with goals in other gnards even if they are nondeterminate. The 
transformation that takes advantage of this will: 
• put goals known to be independent in (different) gnards, and 
• extract outpnt argnments from the gnards, binding them in the body part of the clanses, 
the last step being reqnired so that the execntion of these goals is not suspended becanse of their 
attempting to perform ontpnt nnification. With the gnard encapsnlation we ensnre that those 
predicates will be execnted simultaneously and independently. The following example illnstrates 
the transformation involved: 
Example 5 Encapsnlation of independent snbgoals 
p(X):- (ground(X), indep(Y,Z) -> p(X):- pp(X,Y,Z), s(Y,Z). 
q(X,Y) & r(X,Z) 
; q(X,Y) , r(X,Z) pp(X,Y,Z):- groimd(X), indep(Y,Z), !, 
>, qp(X,Y), rp(X,Z). 
s(Y,Z). pp(X,Y,Z):- q(X,Y), r(X,Z). 
qp(X,Y):- q(X,Yl), : , Y=Y1. 
rp(X,Z):- r (X,Zl ) , : , Z=Z1. 
When the condition is met, both snbgoals will be tried by the local fork rnle, then both guarés 
will be completely and locally solved, and then, as goals are independent on X (X is gronnd) and 
no output is produced in the gnard, the nondeterminate promotion rnle is always applicable and all 
solutions will be tried in the standard cartesian product way. Thus, parallel execution is ensured 
for those goals that are identified as independent. 
On the other hand, when the condition fails (the goals being dependent) they appear together 
in a body with an empty guard. This means that the guard will be immediately solved, the clause 
body promoted, and subgoals tried simultaneously. Then the standard stability and promotion 
rules will apply. 
It should be noted that, as in the case of cut, and in addition to detecting goal independence, to 
be able to perform this transformation it is necessary to have inferred mode information regarding 
the predicate clauses. In section 5 techniques used in order to infer this information will be reviewed. 
Note that in AKL these operators have just the opposite meaning!. 
4.2 Cohabitation of dependent and independent and-parallelism and stability 
checks 
When evaluating the conditions of parallel expressions at run-time within a parallel framework 
such as that of the AKL, they may not evalúate to the same valué than during a Prolog execution. 
This is what we have termed in another context the CGE-condition problem [GSCYH91]7, and may 
result in a loss (or increase) of parallelism. To deal with these issues, different levéis of restrictions 
can be placed on the translation: 
• Disallow any parallel execution except for those goals found to be independent. 
• Allow parallel execution only for goals not binding variables that appear in the conditions or 
CGE. 
• Allow parallel execution outside a CGE but sequentialize before and after the conditional 
parallel expressions. 
• Allow unrestricted parallel execution unrestricted, i.e. no sequentialization is to be done. 
The first solution can be implemented by translating every conjunction as a sequential AKL con-
junction, except those joining independent goals. This will lead to a type of execution where only 
goals known to be independent are run in parallel and which directly resembles that of &-Prolog 
[HG90]. The same search space as &-Prolog will be explored. Nondeterminate (and determínate) 
promotion will then be restricted to only independent and sequential goals. Tiras, one very impor-
tant advantage of this translation is that no checks on stability ever need to be done, as stability is 
ensured for sequential and independent execution. This is an important issue since stability check-
ing is a potentially expensive operation (and very closely related to independence checking). Tiras, 
in an ideal AKL implementation code translated as above, i.e. free of stability checks, should run 
with comparable efñciency to that of &-Prolog. On the other hand, the transformation loses de-
termínate dependent and-parallelism and its desirable effect of co-routining, which could be useful 
in reducing search space [SCWY90]. 
The second solntion attempts to preserve the environment in which the CGE evaluates while 
allowing coroutining of goals that don't affect CGE conditions and goals. Although interesting, 
this appears quite difficnlt to implement in practice as it requires very sophisticated compile-time 
analysis and will probably incur in run-time overheads for checking of the conditions placed in the 
program. 
The third solntion can be viewed as a relaxation of the first one to achieve some corontining, 
or as an efficient (and feasible) way of partially implementing the second one. Goals before and 
after are allowed to execnte in parallel nsing the Andorra Principie, bnt they are seqnentialized jnst 
before and after a CGE. In this way CGEs evalúate in the same context as in Prolog and the same 
level of independent and-parallelism is achieved. This translation has the good characteristics 
regarding search space of the previous one. In addition, some reduction of search space due to 
coroutining will be achieved. However, stability checking, although reduced, cannot in general be 
eliminated altogether. 
The fourth solution will allow every goal to run in parallel. The full EAM and AKL operational 
semantics (including stability) has to be preserved. The execution of goals which are unconditionally 
independent or depend only on groundness checks (conditionals in the parallel expressions are 
Note that some other problems mentioned in [GSCYH91] regarding the interaction between independent and 
dependent and-parallelism (in particular, the determinóte goal problem) are less of an issue in the proposed translation 
to AKL because independent goals execnte in their own environments, thanks to the dynamic scoping of AKL gnards, 
In any case, the AKL implementation is assnmed to cope with all types of goal activations possible within the EAM, 
composed of ground/1 and indep/2 checks, as in the example of section 4.1) will be the same as in &-
Prolog as eager execntion of other goals cannot affect ground or empty checks [GSCYH91]. However, 
independence checks may fail where they wouldn't in Prolog (therefore losing this parallelism), but 
also succeed where they would fail in Prolog (therefore gaining this parallelism). Also, the number 
of parallel steps will always be the same or less as in Prolog (although different than in &-Prolog). 
This solution (as well as the first and second ones) appear as quite reasonable compromises and 
offer different tradeoffs. The current translation approach uses this fourth option, but the others 
should also be explored. 
5 Inferring modes - Abstract Interpretation 
We have mentioned in previous sections the need for inferring modes of clause variables (i.e. whether 
they are input or output variables) in Prolog programs. The main reason for this need is that we 
have to know which are the output variables in a clause in order to rename them apart and place 
corresponding bindings for them in the body part of the clause in both 
• the pruning clauses (as shown in section 3.2), and 
• the remade clauses for parallel execution (as shown in section 4.1 in example 5). 
Much work has been done in global analysis of logic programs to infer run-time properties, 
and, in particular, modes, mostly using the technique of abstract interpretation [CC77]. A more 
sophisticated sort of variable binding analysis (comprising groundness, aliasing, and freeness in-
formation) is instrumental in the process of inferring the independence conditions for literals in a 
body. While not strictly needed, such an analysis is extremely useful as it allows the reduction 
of the number of conditions and therefore the improvement of performance by reducing run-time 
checking [WHD88, MH92] (these papers provide references to the important body of other work 
in this área). The standard global analyzer in the &-Prolog compiler, described in [MH92], infers 
groundness and variable sharing/aliasing. Since variable freeness is also needed for the AKL trans-
lator, this analyzer has been extended to use the algorithm described in [MH91] and infer variable 
freeness information. 
It turns out that freeness information is very useful for many reasons [MH91]. In the transla-
tion process it is essential for determining input/output arguments. This we can show by simply 
expressing the information required for the table in section 3.2 in terms of information directly 
available from abstract interpretation. In order to do this, recall, as defined in section 3.2, that a 
program variable (or an argument) is output in a literal if the cali to the corresponding predicate 
further instantiates this variable, and it is input in a literal if its state of instantiation is going to 
be checked in the execution of the cali for that literal. With these definitions in mind the foUowing 
table shows how the input or output character of variables can be decided in a good number of 
cases based on the information directly available from global analysis: 
Before 
ground 
free 
semii 
After 
(ground) 
free 
semi 
ground 
semii 
semÍ2 
ground 
Output? 
no 
no 
yes 
yes 
no 
yes 
yes 
Input? 
* 
* 
no 
no 
* 
? 
? 
From the table we identify cases in which it is clear that the variable is known not to be an input 
variable, without any further analysis (i.e. when the variable is free). Furthermore, we realize that 
if a variable is known not to be an output variable then it doesn't need to be renamed apart and 
it is not necessary to determine whether it is an input variable or not ("*" cases). Reducing the 
cases where knowing if a variable is input is quite useful since inferring whether a variable binding 
is needed or not requires additional analysis ("?" cases). This analysis seeks to decide if a variable 
is crucial in clanse selection or checking. Note that the analysis has to be extended for every child 
procedure of the one being analyzed. 
Finally, we would like to also mention that combining mode/type analysis (such as the one used 
in [SCWY91] or [Jan90]) with the acárrate tracking of sharing and freeness information of [MH91] 
could be very helpful in this process (improving the ability to more accurately resolve different 
degrees of partial instantiation such as the semi\ /'semÍ2 cases in the table above) and is part of 
our plans for future work. 
6 Performance Timings 
This section presents some results on the timing of a mmiber of benchmarks in a prototype AKL 
system. The AKL versions of the programs obtained through automatic compile-time translation 
are compared with versions specifically written for AKL. Timings for the original Prolog versions 
are also included for comparison and also with the intention of identifying translation paradigms 
that help efficiency. With this aim in mind, the set of benchmarks has been chosen so that perfor-
mance results are obtained for several different programming paradigms, and a number of different 
translation issues are taken into account. The results show that translation snffices in most cases, 
provided state-of-art analysis technology is used. 
Timings8 have been done for the Prolog program (compiled and interpreted), the AKL program 
obtained from automatic translation and the "hand-written-AKL" versión. Execution until the first 
solution is obtained has been measured. Timings are an average of ten consecutive executions done 
after a first one (not timed) and are given in in milisseconds, rounded up to tens. 
We briefly introduce the programming paradigms represented by each of the benchmarks used. 
qsort has been translated in two ways, one that "folds" pruning definitions, and another one that 
is able to "extend" the cut to all clauses; the latter showing an advantage w.r.t. the former. 
sort illustrates the advantage of being able to detect that some cuts are not noisy (as opposed to 
defaulting to noisy cut in every case). In fact, in this case the translated versión is slightly faster 
than the hand-coded one. 
For money we have used three different versions. In the first versión of the program the problem 
is solved through extensive backtracking. In the second one the ordering of goals is improved at 
the Prolog level. In the third versión the Prolog builtins are translated into AKL specific ones. As 
in zebra the difference with the "hand-written" versión is in the use of the arithmetic predicates: 
addition is programmed in the hand-coded AKL versión as illustrated by the sum/3 predicate, 
sum(X,Y,Z):- plus(X,Y,Z0), I, Z = ZO. 
sum(X,Y,Z):- miims(Z,Y,XO), I , X = XO. 
sum(X,Y,Z):- miims(Z,X,YO), I , Y = YO. 
in which the coroutining effect provides a "constraint solving" behaviour. 
Scanner is a program where AKL can take a large advantage from concurrent execution and 
the "determinate-first" principie, even without explicit control, and this is shown in the good 
performance of the translated program. On the other hand, in triangle and knights heavy use of 
special AKL features has been made, through hand-optimization. 
SICStus 1,8 and a sequential AKL 0,0 prototype system, made available by SICS, have been used. 
qsort (lst) 
qsort 
mergesort 
money (lst) 
money 
money (built) 
zebra 
triangle 
knights 
scanner 
SlCStns 
compiled 
30 
30 
20 
66,590 
47,790 
47,790 
8,550 
3,140 
79,960 
1,407,450 
AKL 
translated 
750 
290 
870 
294,370 
294,070 
187,920 
10,380 
152,230 
1,165,020 
540 
AKL 
written 
290 
290 
910 
530 
530 
530 
1,980 
11,020 
480 
120 
In matrix, hanoi, query, and maps (and also qsort), encapsulation of different programming 
paradigms has been tried. The resnlts show that encapsnlating independent goals which are de-
termínate provides no improvement, bnt performance improves when they are nondeterminate. 
Performance also improves in the case of goals which act in prodncer/consnmer fashion (maps). 
These resnlts snggest that AKL control similar to that of hand-coded versions can be imposed 
antomatically for paradigms other than independence of goals. 
qsort 
matrix 
hanoi 
qnery 
maps 
SlCStns 
compiled 
30 
50 
10 
70 
90 
AKL 
encapsnlated 
290 
610 
70 
370 
140 
AKL 
translated 
290 
690 
310 
1,600 
2,240 
The antomatic transformation achieves reasonably good resnlts when compared to code specifi-
cally written for AKL, provided one takes into acconnt that the starting point is a Prolog program 
with little specification of control, and it is being compared to an AKL program where control has 
been greatly optimized by the programmer. The examples where the largest differences show are 
those in which the control imposed by hand in the AKL program changes the complexity of the 
algorithm, generally throngh smart nse of suspensión (as in the sum/3 predicate), something that 
the transformation can not yet do antomatically. However, the resnlts also show that it wonld ob-
vionsly be desirable to extend the translation algorithms towards implementing some of the smart 
forms of control that can be provided by an AKL programmer. 
When comparing with Prolog, both the interpreted and compiled Prolog figures shonld be con-
sidered, as the AKL system prototype nsed is somehow something in between a compiler and an 
interpreter. The resnlts show that a variable performance improvement can be obtained whenever 
determinism is significant in the problem (this is qnite spectacnlar in scanner). Also, the encap-
snlation transformation can help efficiency in some cases. In any case the figures are of conrse 
preliminary and a more exhanstive stndy shonld clearly be done after improvements in the trans-
lation prototype and the AKL system, and also when an actual parallel AKL system is available. 
7 Conclusions 
We have presented an algorithm for translating Prolog into AKL which in addition achieves inde-
pendent and-parallel execution of appropriate goals. We have pointed out a series of non-trivial 
problems associated with such a translation and proposed solntions for them based on existing 
global analysis technology. We have shown how to take advantage both of the AKL execntion 
model (the Extended Andorra Model) and the independence analysis performed in the context of 
&-Prolog to produce a translation that allows the exploitation of all the forms of parallelism present 
in AKL (dependent-and, independent-and, and or-parallelism) while offering the user the familiar 
Prolog (or, in general, logic with minimal control) view (and debugging ease!). Most importantly, 
this is done while preserving or improving the user-perceived complexity of the program. The trans-
formation is relevant even in the case of a sequential AKL implementation since the reduction of 
stability checking which follows from knowledge of goal independence can already be of significant 
advantage, given the expected cost of stability tests. In the case of a parallel AKL implementa-
tion the transformation amounts to a form of antomatic parallelization and search space reducing 
implementation for Prolog programs which exploits the EAM, and imposes a particular form of 
control on it. 
A sequential AKL implementation is already being developed at SICS with a first prototype 
already running. The translator itself is also being implemented and a preliminary versión is al-
ready integrated with the &-Prolog system compilation tools. The combination has been tested 
and some sample programs execnted snccessfully on AKL, and compared with their specific AKL 
counterparts. Further work is expected in the translator as better translation algorithms are de-
veloped to take more specific advantage of the AKL control facilities, in particular corontining, 
in more accnrately detecting inpnt and ontpnt variables, in adapting the algorithms to possible 
evolntions of the AKL, in evaluating the performance of the translated programs with respect to 
Prolog, and in the formal proof of the correctness of the transformation and its preservation of user 
expected compntation size, the latter point being supported already in part by the basic results on 
independent and-parallelism. 
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